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The register allocation problem for an imperative program is often
modeled as the coloring problem of the interference graph of the control-
flow graph of the program. The interference graph of a flow graph G is
the intersection graph of some connected subgraphs of G. These con-
nected subgraphs represent the lives, or life times, of variables, so the
coloring problem models that two variables with overlapping life times
should be in different registers. For general programs with unrestricted
gotos, the interference graph can be any graph, and hence we cannot in
general color within a factor O(n=) from optimality unless NP=P.
It is shown that if a graph has tree width k, we can efficiently color any
intersection graph of connected subgraphs within a factor (wk2x+1)
from optimality. Moreover, it is shown that structured (#goto-free)
programs, including, for example, short circuit evaluations and multiple
exits from loops, have tree width at most 6. Thus, for every structured
program, we can do register allocation efficiently within a factor 4 from
optimality, regardless of how many registers are needed.
The bounded tree decomposition may be derived directly from the
parsing of a structured program, and it implies that the many techniques
for bounded tree width may now be applied in compiler optimization,
solving problems in linear time that are NP-hard, or even P-space hard,
for general graphs. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The register allocation problem for an imperative program P is usually modeled
as the coloring problem of the interference graph I of the control-flow graph G of
P [2, 16, 17, 22]. The control-flow graph G is a digraph representing the flow of
control between program points in the execution of the program P (see Fig. 2). The
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orientation is, however, unimportant in our context, and we will hence perceive G
as undirected. The lifetime of a variable is a connected subgraph of G, and the inter-
ference graph I is the intersection graph of the set X of all lifetimes of variables
in the program P. Thus adjacency in I denotes intersecting lifetimes of variables.
Consequently, our problem of coloring the interference graph I models that two
variables with overlapping lifetimes should be in different registers.
It should be noted that even with a good coloring, we may still run short of
physical registers, in which case we have an additional spilling problem of simu-
lating desired registers with the physical registers by copying to and from memory
locations. The coloring then limits the amount of memory locations needed. The
spilling problem is not addressed in this paper.
For general programs with unrestricted gotos, the control-flow graph can be any
graph and so can the interference graph. Hence for some fixed =>0, we cannot in
polynomial time color within a factor O(n=) from optimality unless NP=P [31].
The current best approximation factor is O(n(log log n)(log n)3) [27]. However, in
this paper we show that for structured (#goto-free) programs1, including, for
example, short circuit evaluations and multiple exits from loops, we can do register
allocation in polynomial time within a factor 4 from optimality.
Recently Kannan and Proebsting [28] showed that if the control-flow graph of
a program is series parallel, we can color the interference graph within a factor 2
from optimality. The relevance of series parallelism follows from the well-known
fact (see, e.g., [2]) that many of the structured language constructs, such as if-then-
else and while-loops, allow programs to be recursively subdivided into basic blocks
with a single entry and a single exit point. Such a recursive subdivision immediately
gives a series-parallel decomposition of the flow graph (see, e.g., [34]). However,
even within structured languages, there are well-known exceptions to the subdivi-
sion into basic blocksseries parallelism. For example [28] points to short circuit
evaluation where the evaluation of a boolean expression is terminated as soon as
the correct answer is found, e.g., if e=x1 6 } } } 6 xn is true, then e is only evaluated
until the first true xi is found. Other exceptions include loops with multiple
exitsbreaks and programsfunctions with multiple stop-return-statements. In [28]
the problem of dealing with these exceptions is suggested. So far, however, there has
been no approach suggesting that the control-flow graphs of general structured
programs should be any simpler than general graphs. The concept of reducibility
[2, pp. 606607] of control-flow graphs is associated with structured programs, but
reducibility only refers to the orientation of the edges (any acyclic orientation is
reducible). In our case, we are only interested in the underlying undirected graph,
so the requirement of reducibility does not limit the class of graphs considered.
Here we address the problem of Kannan and Proebsting by showing that bounded
tree width, as defined in [36], captures all the above mentioned exceptions.
Theorem 1. Assuming short circuit evaluation,
v Goto-free Algol [32] and Pascal [39] programs have control-flow graphs of
tree width 3.
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paper, we are referring specifically to the aspect of being goto-free.
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v All Modula-2 [40] programs have control-flow graphs of tree width 5.
v Goto-free C [29] programs have control-flow graphs of tree width 6.
Without short circuit evaluation, each of the above widths drops by 1.2 Control-flow
graphs with tree decompositions of the above widths are derived directly (linear time,
small constants) from the parse trees of the programs.
The reason for the gap between AlgolPascal and Modula-2 is that Modula-2 has
loops with multiple exits and multiple returns from functions. The further gap to C
is due to C’s continue-statement jumping to the beginning of a loop.
Series-parallel graphs are graphs of tree width 2, and here we generalize the
technique from [28] for series-parallel graphs to show
Theorem 2. Given a tree decomposition of width k of a graph G, we can
efficiently color the intersection graph I of any set X of connected subgraphs of G
within a factor (wk2x+1) from optimality. If n is the number of nodes in G and |
is the maximal number of subgraphs from X intersecting a single vertex in G, the
coloring is done in time O(k|n+|2.5n). Also, we can color I within a factor (k+1)
from optimality in time O(k|n).
Note that for k=2, we get the factor 2 from [28]. Also note that the tree width
1 graphs are the forests for which we get a factor 1. Hence follows the colorability
of chordal graphs [24, 25]. Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we get
Corollary 3. In time O(|n+|2.5n), the register allocation problem can be
solved within the following factors from optimality:
v 2 (2) for AlgolPascal,
v 3 (3) for Modula-2, and
v 4 (3) for C.
The parenthesized numbers are without short circuit evaluation. If we only want to
spend time O(|n), we can get the factors 4 (3) for AlgolPascal, 6 (5) for Modula-2,
and 7 (6) for C.
The bounded tree width of structured programs implies that the many techniques
for bounded tree width may now be applied in the field of compiler optimization,
solving problems in linear time that are NP-hard [4, 5, 12, 18], or even P-space
hard [9], for general graphs. Besides the register allocation presented in this paper,
some first concrete applications of the connection appear in [1, 11].
It should be noted that our work on the register allocation problem does not
follow the usual pattern of deriving fast algorithms for graphs of bounded tree
width. First of all we are studying intersection graphs of connected subgraphs
rather than the graph itself. Second, the coloring problem we consider is NP-com-
plete for any k>1. The NP-completeness follows from the fact that a cycle has tree
width 2, and for a cycle, the coloring problem for intersection graphs is known to
be NP-complete [23].
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2 Standard Pascal and Algol do not have short circuit evaluation while standard Modula-2 and C do
have short circuit evaluation.
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For basic definitions for programs, grammars, and control-flow graphs, the reader is
referred to [2]. Concerning bounded tree width, we shall use the following definition:
Definition 4. Given a graph G, a (k)-complex listing is a listing of the
vertices of G such that for every vertex v # V, there is a set Sv of at most k of the
vertices preceding v in the listing, whose deletion from G separates v from all
the vertices preceding v in the listing. In this case, we say that G is (k)-complex.
The set Sv is referred to as the separator of v in the listing.
Note above that for a given listing and a vertex v, there is a unique minimal
choice of the separator Sv , namely, as the set of preceding vertices that can be
reached by a path from v with no interior vertices preceding v in the listing. From
[20, Lemma 1 and Theorem 3], we get
Theorem 5 [20]. A graph is k-complex if and only if it has tree width k (as
defined in [36]). Moreover there are linear transformations between k-complex
listings and tree decompositions of width k.
In the rest of this paper, we will only talk about bounded tree width in terms of
Definition 4.
The paper is divided as follows. Section 2 addresses Theorem 1. Section 3 shows
how simple listings may be preserved under the standard optimizations from [2].
In Section 4, we present an efficient algorithm computing the minimum separators
of a listing. Section 5 proves Theorem 2. In Appendix A, we discuss a linear time
heuristic for finding a good tree decomposition directly from the three-address code
generated, as in [2], from a structured program. This algorithm makes it easier to
integrate our approach with compilers where the structural statements of a program
have been replaced by gotos by the time of register allocation. Here, by structural
statements, we mean statements that affect the flow of control, e.g., conditional
statements, loops, and exits. Finally, Appendix B presents a simple constructive
proof of Theorem 5. The point in presenting a direct proof is that the transforma-
tion described in the theorem is important for applications of the bounded tree
width result of Theorem 1 (see, e.g., [1, 11]). The proof from [20] refers to a chain
of transformations in literature, thus making a concrete implementation less
obvious. The transformation from k-complex listings to tree decompositions of
width k is the most important direction, and our direct proof contains a complete
four line description of such a transformation.
2. SIMPLICITY OF STRUCTURED PROGRAMS
In this section, we will address Theorem 1. Our first tool is the following simple lemma:
Lemma 6. From a (k)-complex listing L of a graph G, we can derive a (k)-
complex listing of G with an edge [v, w] contracted.
Proof. By symmetry, we may assume v comes before w. Then, we contract the
edge [v, w] identifying both end points with v and deleting w from L. To see that
the above works, suppose for a contradiction that some vertex x gets a new vertex
y in its minimal separator Sx . Then there is a simple path P from x to y where all
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interior vertices appear after x in the listing. However, then there is a similar path
P$ from before the contraction, possibly with v replaced by w or by the edge [v, w].
Since v was before w in the listing, we conclude that all interior vertices of P$ were
after x in the original listing. Hence the path P$ shows that y was also in the
separator of x before the contraction. K
We will argue the correctness of Theorem 1 by first studying a Modula-2 [40]
inspired toy language STRUCTURED, illustrating all the essential problems of
finding a good listing of control-flow graphs for structured programs. Afterward we
will outline how the complexity of STRUCTURED carries over to goto-free
Pascal, Modula-2, and goto-free C.
A program in STRUCTURED starts with the key word program, then comes
the statement of the program, and finally comes the key word margorp. Of
statements, we have sequences of statements separated by ;, the conditional
statements if-then-fi and if-then-else-fi , a general loop structure
loop-pool, an exit-statement terminating the nearest surrounding loop, and a
stop-statement ending the execution of a program. If an exit-statement is not
surrounded by a loop, we view it as a stop-statement. Finally, we have ‘‘atomic’’
statements consisting of single lower-case letters s, t, ... . These should be thought
of as representing statements such as assignments that do not affect the flow of
control of the program, hence, which are irrelevant to finding a good listing. We are
assuming the standard that control-flow graphs are generated separately for the
main program and for procedures, i.e., we are not doing interprocedural analysis.
Hence our atomic statements may also represent procedure calls.
For boolean expressions, we have the connectives or and and, both of which are
evaluated with short circuit evaluation. Also, we have ‘‘atomic’’ boolean expressions
represented by single lower-case letters a, b, ... . These should be thought of as
representing constants or program variables. In Fig. 1 are given some examples of
control-flow graphs for fragments of programs written in STRUCTURED with an
‘‘in’’ and an ‘‘out’’ node showing the entry and exit points. In (a1) and (b1) we have
been very liberal in the use of vertices, letting every single word in the program con-
stitute its own vertex. The indices describe a 3-complex listings of the vertices. In
(a2) and (b2) we have been more conservative in the use of vertices, contracting
some of the edges from (a1) and (b1). However, using Lemma 6, we have inherited
a 3-complex listing of the vertices. Thus, because of Lemma 6, without loss of
generality, we can restrict our attention to control-flow graphs with one vertex for
each word in the program.
We will now describe the order in which to visit the words in a STRUCTURED
program so that it corresponds to a (5)-complex listing. Generally we just follow
the structure of the program in a top-down fashion, visiting all key words of a com-
posite structure before we descend into its different parts. Thus, for a program
program S margorp, we first visit the two key words program and margorp,
and then recursively, we visit the contents of the statement S.
For a composite statement of the form
S ; S$ we first visit ;, and then we visit S and S$ recursively.
loop S pool we first visit loop and pool, and then we visit S recursively.
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FIG. 1. Some control-flow graphs.
if B then S else S$ fi, we first visit if, fi, then, and else, and then we
visit B, S, and S$ recursively.
if B then S fi we first visit if, fi, and then, and then we visit B and S
recursively.
For a composite boolean expression of the form
B or B$ we first visit or, and then we visit B and B$ recursively.
B and B$, we first visit and, and then we visit B and B$ recursively.
An example of the described visit sequence is given in Fig. 2.
Theorem 7. All control-flow graphs derived from STRUCTURED are (5)-
complex.
Proof. We prove the theorem by showing that the above described visit
sequence always corresponds to a (5)-complex listing.
By neighbor of a statement or boolean expression X, we mean a word not in X
connected to a word in X by an edge. The direction of the edge is here irrelevant.
Then potential neighbors of a statement X are
164 MIKKEL THORUP
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FIG. 2. The 5-complex control-flow graph of a full program produced by flow. It is shown how the
edges can be contracted so as to derive a clique of size 6, which is trivially 5-complex. Hence the original
control-flow graph is (5)-complex. The (5)-complex listing produced by flow demonstrates that it
is exactly 5-complex.
in, the word preceeding S.
out, the word succeding S.
exit, the word succeding the nearest surrounding loop or margorp if there is
no surrounding loop.
stop, the end, margorp, of a program.
Similarly the potential neighbors of a boolean expression B are
in, the word preceeding B.
true, the word we jump to if B evaluates to true.
false, the word we jump to if B evaluates to false.
Following the recursive structure of our visiting sequence, we will now show both (1)
that the all the neighbors of a statement S or boolean expression B are visited before we
start visiting words in S or B, and (2) that all words get a separator of size at most 5.
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Given a program program S margorp, we first visit program and margorp
that get separators < and [program], respectively. The neighbors of S are then
in=program and out=exit=stop=margorp, all of which have been visited
before we start visiting S.
For a statement S of the form S$ ; S", we first visit ;. Since none of the words
in S$ or S" have been visited, ; gets separator [in, out, exit, stop]. Now ; separates
S$ from out and S" from in. Hence the neighbors of S$ and S" are the same as those
of S except that out$=in"=; . Since all the neighbors of S were visited before we
started visiting S, it follows that the neighbors of S$ and S" are visited before we
start visiting S$ and S".
Now consider the case of a loop statement S=loop S$ pool, where first we visit
loop and pool. Then [in, out, exit, stop] is a separator for loop and [loop, out,
exit, stop] is a separator for pool. For S$ we then get the neighbors in$=loop,
out$=pool, exit$=out, and stop$=stop.
Next consider a conditional statement S=if B$ then S" else S$$$ fi. Recall
that we first visit if, fi, then, and else, and then we visit B$, S", and S$$$ recur-
sively. Thus if gets the separator [in, out, exit, stop], fi gets the separator [if,
out, exit, stop], then gets the separator [if, fi, exit, stop], and else gets the
separator [if, fi, then, exit, stop]. For B$ we get the neighbors in$=fi, true$=
then, and false$=else. For S", we get the neighbors in"=then, out"=fi,
exit"=exit, and stop"=stop. The neighbors of S$$$ are the same as those of S"
except that in$$$=else. The if-then-fi version is done similarly.
Concerning atomic statements, the separator of exit is [in, exit], the separator
of stop is [in, stop], and the separator of atomic statements t, s, .. is [in, out].
For a boolean expression B=B$ or B", we first visit or, which gets separator
[in, true, false]. The neighbors of B$ and B" are like those of B except that false$=
in"=or. The case of B=B$ and B" is similar except that we get true$=in"=and.
The separator of an atomic boolean a, b, .. is [in, true, false]. K
Note in the above proof that the only word that gets a separator of size 5 is else.
Unfortunately, a separator of size 5 cannot be avoided in general. The example in
Fig. 2 shows that there are are programs written in STRUCTURED that do not have
(4)-complex listings, hence that the bound in Theorem 7 cannot be improved.
We will now show how to adapt the proof of Theorem 7 to prove the claims in
Theorem 1. First, in Theorem 1 it was claimed that the complexity decreases by 1
if we do not have short circuit evaluation. Recall from the proof of Theorem 7 that
only the word else gets a separator of size 5. Suppose we do not have short circuit
evaluation. The immediate consequence is that for a boolean expression B, the
neighbors true and false both become identified with the word succeeding B in the
program. Now consider a statement S=if B$ then S" else S$$$ fi. Let B$ be of
the form Cb meaning that b is the last word in B$. Without short circuit evaluation,
we know that the evaluation of B$ pass through b. Now change the visiting
sequence so that we first visit if, fi, b, then, and else, and then visit C, S", and
S$$$ recursively. The separators for if and fi are unchanged, but we get the
separator [if, fi, exit, stop] for b and [b, fi, exit, stop] for both then and
else, that is, no word gets a separator of size >4.
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We will now argue that the programming language Modula-2 has the same
complexity as STRUCTURED. First note that Modula-2 does have all the struc-
tural (flow-affecting) statements from STRUCTURED. The stop-statement from
STRUCTURED is not directly available, but in Modula-2 functions we can have
multiple return-statements and these have the effect of the stop-statement on the
control-flow graphs for functions. Thus, the complexity of Modula-2 is no less than
that of STRUCTURED. We now need to show that the structural statements
of Modula-2 that are not in STRUCTURED do not increase the complexity. Of
these we have while-statements, repeat-statements, and case-statements. The
while-statements and repeat-statements are just special cases of our general
loop. If a case-statement is evaluated by visiting the cases one by one until the
right one is found, the control-flow of a case-statement is equivalent to that of a
combination of if-then-else-fi-statements. However, based on the value of
the case selector, we may be able to jump directly to the relevant case, giving a flow
like the one illustrated in Fig. 3. The visiting sequence of the key words of the
case-statement is indicated by the indices in the figure. The important point is that
we visit of and esac before we visit any words in the individual cases. Following
the terminology of the proof of Theorem 7, the separators for the key words
become [in, out, exit, stop] for case, [case, out, exit, stop] for of, [of, out, exit,
stop] for esac, and [of, esac, exit, stop] for each :, that is, all key words get a
separator of size 4. Thus, even with a direct jump to the relevant case, a case-
statement does not affect our complexity of 5 negatively. The reader may feel that
the jump to the right case takes place directly from x. We can achieve this flow
simply by contracting the edge from x to of and removing of. By Lemma 6, such
a contraction does not affect the complexity of the listing. This completes our argu-
ment that Modula-2 has the same complexity at STRUCTURED.
Next we turn our attention to Pascal and C. First note that these programming
languages do not use key words like fi to explicitly terminate an if-then-else-
statement. This difference is, however, inconsequential, for we can always remove a
fi from the control-flow graph by contracting the outgoing edge to the succeeding
word. By Lemma 6, such a contraction cannot increase the complexity.
FIG. 3. Flow of a case-statement.
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We will now argue that the complexity of goto-free Pascal is 2 less than that of
Modula-2. The difference is due to the Pascal’s lack of a general loop-statement with
multiple exits, and lack of multiple stopreturn-statements. Referring to the proof
of Theorem 7, this removes both the exit and the stop from the potential neighborhood
of statements. Consequently the complexity is reduced by 2 except that we now have to
deal directly with while-loops and repeat-loops. In the discussion of Modula-2, these
loops were just considered special cases of the general loop, but now we will show that
they are strictly simpler as they have only one predetermined exit. Consider a loop of the
form S=while B$ do S" elihw, where the neighborhood of S is in and out. Following
the usual pattern, we first visit while, do, and elihw, and then we visit B$ and S"
recursively. Thereby we get the separators [in, out] for while, [while, out] for do,
and [do, while] for elihw. Thus, all the key words of a while-loop get separators
of size 2. For B$ the neighborhood becomes in$=while, true$=do, and false$=out.
For S" the neighborhood becomes in"=do and out"=while. A repeat-loop may be
treated identically, and hence we conclude that the complexity of Pascal is reduced by
2 relative to that of STRUCTURED.
In Theorem 1, we claimed that the complexity of goto-free C is one greater than
that of Modula-2. The difference is that for loops in C, besides a break-statement
corresponding to the above exit-statement, we have a continue-statement
bringing the control back to the beginning of the loop. Consequently, the
neighborhood of statements is augmented with a continue being the beginning of
the nearest surrounding loop. The separators then have to be increased accordingly.
This completes our outline of a proof of Theorem 1.
3. ROBUSTNESS WITH RESPECT OTHER OPTIMIZATIONS
In this section, we will briefly discuss how our simple listings from the previous
section may be preserved under the standard optimizations mentioned in [2],
hence that Theorem 1 holds despite these optimizations. For most optimizations,
we just note that they can be done preserving the structural statements of a
program. This holds for redundant-instruction elimination, algebraic simplifica-
tions, use of machine idioms, elimination of global common subexpression, code
motion, copy propagation, and elimination of induction variables. The only
optimization from [2] that has to be done after the translation into object code,
such as three-address code, is flow-of-control optimization. However, it turns out
that standard flow-of-control optimization does not increase the complexity of the
control-flow graph. This is essentially because flow-of-control optimization
corresponds to contraction of edges in the control-flow graph, as dealt with in
Lemma 6. Take, for example, the following type of optimization from [2, p. 556]
(a less contrived example is coming in Fig. 4):
L0: goto L2 L0: goto L2
L1: goto L3 L1: goto L3
L2: goto L4 --->
L3: S L3: S
L4: T L2: T
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FIG. 4. Flow-of-control optimization applied to a simple program segment.
The label numbers are assumed to be the numbers in the listing. The above
program corresponds to a control-flow graph with edges (0, 2), (1, 3), (2, 4), (3, 4).
The optimization corresponds to contracting the edge (2, 4), giving the program
point contracted to the smaller number (2). This contraction implies that all old
jump to 4 now jumps to 2. Another example is
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L0: goto L2 L0: goto L2 L0: goto L2
L1: S L1: S; goto L2 L1: S
L2: goto L4 ---> ---> Ln: goto L2
L3: T L3: T L3: T
L4: U L2: U L2: U
Above, the first transformation is the same as before, but it introduces an extra
statement that needs to have its own program point. This is achieved by the second
transformation. Above, n is understood to be the next free program point after all
the existing ones. We need to argue that this choice does not increase the com-
plexity of our listing, but that follows from
Lemma 8. Let L be a (k)-complex listing L of a graph G. Suppose an edge
(v, w) is split by a new vertex u (replacing (v, w) with (v, u) and (u, w)). We then get
a new (max[k, 2])-complex listing if we insert u last in the listing.
Proof. The separator of u is [v, w], and since u is last in the listing, it does not
affect the separators of any of the other vertices. K
Lemmas 6 and 8 suffice for any flow-of-control optimization mentioned in [2].
A more extensive example of flow-of-control optimization is presented is presented
in Fig. 4.
4. FINDING THE SEPARATORS
In this section, we present an efficient algorithm for finding the minimal
separators of a listing of the vertices in a graph. Such an algorithm is useful in con-
nection with transformations like those presented in Section 3 because it allows us
to forget about the separators until we have a final listing. Also, it will be useful for
Appendix A, where we will present a heuristic for finding good listings but where
the separators are yet to be computed.
Consider a graph G=(V, E ) and a listing L=v1 , ..., vn of V. By a separator path
from vi to vh , i>h, we mean a path vivi1 } } } , vik vh such that i1 , ..., iki. If k=0, vivh
is a separator path of length 1. Then
S(v)=[u | there is a separator path from v to u]
is a minimum separator for v, contained in any other separator for v.
For technical reasons, below, we allow separator paths to be self-intersecting.
Algorithm A. Input G=(V, E ) and a listing L=v1 , ..., vn of V outputs the
minimum separator S(v) for each v # V in time O(v S(v)). Below S &1(w)=
[v | w # S(v)] is updated implicitly together with S( } ).
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A.1. S :=<.
A.2. For i :=n, ..., 1:
A.2.1. S(vi) :=[vh | (vi , vh) # E, h<i ].
A.2.2. For all w # S&1(vi),
A.2.2.1. If w  D, for all vh # S(w), h<i :
A.2.2.1.1. S(vi) :=S(vi) _ [vh].
A.2.2.2. D :=D _ [w].
Correctness. We will prove that the following invariant is satisfied before
Step A.2.1.
v For all j>i, S(vj) is the minimum separator for j.
Trivially, this is the case for i=n. Now, consider some value of i<n. We want to
prove that vh is inserted in S(vi) if and only if there is a ‘‘separator’’ path from vi
to vh with all interior vertices in [vj | j>i ]. Step A.2.1 deals with the case where
there is a separator path of length 1, hence with no interior vertices. Thus, it suffices
to show that vh is added to S(vi) in Step A.2.2.1.1 if and only if there is a separator
path viv:1 } } } v:k vh with k1.
O We know we have separator paths wv:1 } } } v:k vi and wv;1 } } } v;l vh . Since
w=vj for some j>i, it follows that viv:k } } } v:1 wv;1 } } } v;l vh is a separator path
(recall that separator paths may be self-intersecting), hence that the addition of vh
to S(vi) is correct.
o Suppose there is a separator path of length >1 from vi to vh , and let
vi v:1 } } } v:k vh be such a separator path where the minimal index +=min1#k[:#]
of an interior vertex is as small as possible. Suppose :#=+. Then v:# } } } v:1 vi and
v:# } } } v:k vh are separator paths, so v:# # S
&1(vi) and vh # S(v:#). Hence vh is correctly
added to S(vi) in Step A.2.2.1.1 unless v:# # D. However, if v:# # D, it is because
v:# # S
&1(vj) for some j>i. Then we have a separator path v:# v;1 } } } v;l vj . But then
viv:1 } } } v:# v;1 } } } v;l vjv;l } } } v;1 v:# } } } v:k vh
is a separator path and j<:#=+, contradicting the minimality of +.
For the complexity of the algorithm, note that the loop of Step A.2.2 is repeated
exactly once for every (vi , w), vi # S(v). Also, due to Step A.2.2.2, the condition
w  D is satisfied at most once for every w. Hence the loop of Step A.2.2.1 is
repeated at most once for every (vh , w), vh # S(w). In conclusion, the running time
is O(v S(v)).
5. COLORING THE INTERSECTION GRAPHS OF k-COMPLEX GRAPHS
Let G=(V, E ) be a (control-flow) graph and v1 , ..., vn a k-complex listing of its
vertices. Let X be a set of connected subgraphs of G, called variables. Two variables
x, y # X interfere if they intersect. The interference graph I is the intersection graph
over X. That is, two variables v, w # X are adjacent in I if and only if they interfere.
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The register allocation problem is that of coloring I where the different colors repre-
sent different registers. By Theorem 1, for structured programs, we may assume that
k is a (small) constant. Our colors will be numbers 1, 2, ..., and our aim is to mini-
mize the maximum color used.
We use /(I ) to denote the chromatic number of I, i.e., the minimal number of
colors needed to color I. For each vi , set Pvi=[v1 , ..., vi&1]. Moreover, let Svi be
the minimal separator of vi , that is, Svi is the set of w # Pvi that can be reached by
a path from vi with no interior vertices in Pvi . By Definition 4, |Svi |k. Let Xvi
be the set of variables x # X containing vi . Note that Xvi is a clique in I. Set
|=max |Xv |/(I ). Finally, let X*vi denote Xvi _ w # Svi Xw .
Lemma 9. If x # Xv does not intersect Pv but interferes with a variable y inter-
secting Pv , then y intersects Sv .
Proof. There exists a path in x _ y from v to a vertex in Pv . The first vertex u
in this path which is in Pv is in Sv . Since x does not intersect Pv , u # y. K
The following generalizes an algorithm from [28] for series-parallel graphs
(k2):
Algorithm B. Colors I with at most (k+1) |(k+1) /(I ) colors.
B.1. For i :=1, ..., n,
B.1.1. Color the uncolored variables x # Xvi with the smallest colors not used
by variables intersecting Svi .
Correctness. From Lemma 9 it follows that the algorithm produces a proper
coloring of I, i.e., that no two interfering variables get the same color. When coloring
the uncolored variables in Xvi , the largest color used is at most the total number of
colors used in X*vi . Moreover X*vi is the union of at most k+1 optimally colored sets;
namely the cliques Xw , w # Svi _ [vi]. Thus the largest color used is (k+1) |.
Note that we color I without constructing I. The algorithm is trivially implemented
to run in time O(n|k). This matches the time bound of the second algorithm from
Theorem 2.
A biclique is a graph whose vertex set is partitioned into two cliques. Then
Lemma 10 [28]. Let G=(V1 _ V2 , E ) be a biclique on n vertices with the
induced subgraphs on V1 and V2 being cliques. Then there is an O(n2.5) algorithm that
optimally colors G. K
Using the same idea as in [28], we get an improved algorithm using at most
k/(I ) colors if we modify Step B.1.1 as follows. If Svi{<, choose any p(vi) # Svi and
color the biclique I | (Xvi _ Xp(vi)) using Lemma 10. Rename the colors so that the
coloring of Xp(vi) is not changed, i.e., as before the coloring of the biclique, and such
that the new colors for Xvi are the smallest not used in any Xw , w # Svi . If Svi=<
then X*vi=Xvi is one optimally colored set, and if Svi{<, X*vi is the union of at
most k optimally colored sets; namely the biclique Xvi _ Xp(vi) and the cliques Xw ,
w # Svi"[ p(vi)]. Thus the modified algorithm uses at most k/(I ) colors. In [28],
k=2, so the change brings their approximation factor down from 3 to 2, which is
their main result.
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We will now get further down to (wk2x+1) /(I ) colors by carefully choosing the
p(vi) # Svi . Let p(vi)== denote that p(vi) is undefined. Note that any graph F with
edges [v, p(v)], where p(v) # Sv , is acyclic since vh # Svi implies h<i. Hence F is a
forest.
Algorithm C. Colors I with at most (wk2x+1) /(I ) colors.
C.1. For i :=1, ..., n,
C.1.1. Let Mi be a maximal matching in the forest on Svi with edges
[w, p(w)] # S 2vi .
C.1.2. If Mi is perfect ( Mi=Svi) then
C.1.2.1. p(vi) :==.
C.1.2.2. Color the uncolored variables x # Xvi with the smallest colors not
used by variables intersecting Svi .
C.1.3. If Mi is imperfect then
C.1.3.1. Choose p(vi) from Svi"i Mi .
C.1.3.2. Color the biclique I | (Xvi _ Xp(vi)) using Lemma 10. Rename the
colors so that the coloring of Xp(vi) is not changed, i.e., as before
the coloring of the biclique, and such that the new colors for Xvi
are the smallest not used in any Xw , w # Svi .
Correctness. First note the loop invariant that Xv _ Xp(v) is an optimally colored
biclique for all p(v){=. For any WV, let *(W ) denote |W |&|M | where M is
a maximal matching in the forest on W with edges [w, p(w)] # W 2. Then w # W Xw
is the union of at most *(W ) optimally colored sets; namely the |M | bicliques
Xw _ Xp(w) , [w, p(w)] # M, and the |W |&2 |M | cliques Xw , w # W" M. By
induction on i we will show *(Svi _ [vi])wk2x+1.
If Mi is perfect, *(Svi)=|Svi |2, so *(Svi _ [vi])wk2x+1. Note that Sv1=<,
so this covers the base case of our induction.
For the case where Mi is imperfect, let h be the largest index such that vh # Svi .
Then SviSvh _ [vh]. Hence *(Svi)*(Svh _ [vh]). By induction, *(Svh _
[vh])wk2x+1. Moreover, Mi _ [[vi , p(vi)]] is a matching in Svi _ [vi], so
*(Svi _ [vi])=*(Svi). That is,
*(Svi _ [vi])=*(Svi)*(Svh _ [vh])wk2x+1.
This completes the induction, thus proving that the algorithm uses at most
(wk2x+1) /(I ) colors.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First note that it only takes linear time to find a maximal
matching M in a forest F, as in Step C.1.1. Greedily pick for M any leaf incident
edge [v, w], and recurse on F "[v, w]. The leaves are found by keeping track of the
degrees. Then Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 10 and the correctness of Algorithms
B and C.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
So far, we have only addressed structured programs of imperative languages.
However, one could imagine that even goto users have structured thoughts [30],
hence that the control-flow graphs of their programs have simple listingsbounded
tree width. For variable k, the problem of deciding the tree width is NP-hard [3].
For fixed k, however, there are linear time algorithms [8]. Also, for variable k,
there has been work done on polynomial approximating algorithms [10]. Finally,
the heuristic presented in Appendix A may be of some help, as it deals directly with
three-address code that may contain any number of programmer supplied gotos.
Our derivation of simple listings from syntax, as described in Section 2, is, however,
much simpler than the general approaches to tree width, so the general advice
following from this paper is: you help not only yourself and your fellow humans
[21, 33], but also the optimizer, by not using gotos, thus making the structure
explicit from the syntax.
Concerning functional programming languages, the ML Kit with Regions [6, 38,
Tofte pc] can compile Standard ML into goto-free blocks with structured
statements of the form treated in this paper. Thus the techniques of this paper are
not limited to imperative languages.
Detailed comparison with previous register allocators.
v The classic approach [16, 17] to register allocation via graph coloring uses
the scheme: Let x be a variablevertex in the interference graph I. Color I"[x]
recursively. Color x with the least color not used by any neighboring variable in I.
Typically x is chosen to be of low degree, but this does not in itself lead to any
guarantees for the quality of the produced coloring.
Consider the order of which our (k+1)-approximation algorithm (Algorithm B,
Section 5) colors the vertices. The correctness proof implies that if we choose the
x in the classic scheme following this order reversely, the largest degree encountered
becomes at most (k+1) |&1. Here | is the maximal number of variables live at
any single point of the control-flow graph. Hence, given our ordering of the
variables, the classic coloring scheme will use at most (k+1) | colors, and since at
least | colors are needed, this is at most a factor (k+1) from optimality. Thus our
new register allocation algorithms can be seen as clever ways of running the classic
register allocation, giving a good worst-case performance. In practice, we may, of
course, often get a lot closer to optimality.
v The interference graph I may be of size quadratic in the number of variables
and its construction is considered a main obstacle for coloring based register alloca-
tion. Hence, for space reasons, many heuristics aim at only having parts of the I
constructed at any time [15, 26, 35]. For our (wk2x+1)-approximation algorithm
(Algorithm C, Section 5) the biggest subgraphs considered are of size O(|2). From
the k-complex listing, for each variable, our (k+1)-approximation algorithm iden-
tifies a small set of potential colored neighbors, but it never checks if they are actual
neighbors, that is, it never checks whether any two variables actually interfere. Thus
our (k+1)-approximation algorithm does not produce any part of the interference
graph!
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v In [26] they color straight line code optimally. By definition the control-flow
graph of straight line code is a single path which is 1-complex and is hence also
optimally colored by our (wk2x+1)-approximation algorithm. In [26] they try to
use this for the coloring of the straight line code in an innermost loop, which is
assumed to be executed most frequently. Good coloring of the innermost loops is
also the concern in [15]. However, as observed in [15], if there is more than one
innermost loop, the coloring of one may negatively effect the possibility of coloring
the other. The variables of different innermost loops may interfere nontrivially, so
we cannot just address them independently. Now, suppose that all the most critical
parts, like innermost loops, have been marked. Our approximation algorithms can
then be used to first find a globally good coloring of the variables in all the critical
parts and afterward color the rest of the variables with different colors.
v Our algorithms are generalizations of those in [28] for series parallel con-
trol-flow graphs. If the control-flow graph is not series parallel, [28] suggests
heuristics for removing a minimal set of edges so that the graph becomes series
parallel. The removed ‘‘exception’’ edges require special treatment. If the program
execution goes through an exception edge, all register values may have to be
reassigned. Note that with our approach we have no exceptions: the tree width may
vary, but this only affects the quality of the coloring; no special action needs to be
taken.
In [28] the authors mentioned short circuit evaluation as a prime example of
an obstruction to series parallelism. For example, goto-free Pascal without short
circuit evaluation has series parallel control-flow graphs, but if we allow short
circuit evaluation we may get exceptions to series parallelism. In fact, short circuit
evaluation alone may give rise to arbitrarily many exceptions to series parallelism.
However, the tree width only grows from 2 to 3. As stated in Corollary 3, for our
(wk2x+1)-approximation algorithm, this change does not give a worse approxi-
mation factor!
Implications.
v With reference to Theorems 1 and 5, it seems that tree width of control-flow
graphs offers a well-defined mathematical measure for how structured programs, or
programming languages, are. Tree width is an established measure for the computa-
tional complexity of graphs, and now it turns out to capture aspects of structured
programming [19].
v Our result suggests banning gotos for the sake of optimization. Gotos have
long been considered harmful to the readability of programs for humans [21, 33],
and further gotos may obstruct bounded tree width. Wirth’s move from Pascal
[39] to Modula-2 [40] is an excellent example of what can be done. In Modula-2
there are no gotos, but to reconcile the programmers, the language have been
enriched with some extra exit structuresmultiple exits from loops and multiple
returns from functions. As a consequence, we get a tree decomposition of width at
most 5 as a free side effect of the parsing of any Modula-2 program.
v A substantial theory of tree width has developed, and we contribute to this
theory by showing that not only are graphs of bounded tree width computationally
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simple, but so are their intersection graphs. Concretely we color intersection graphs
of graphs with tree width k within a factor O(k) from optimality, while for some =,
coloring within a factor O(n=) from optimality is NP-hard for general graphs [31].
This is the first concrete result demonstrating the computational simplicity of inter-
section graphs of graphs of bounded tree width.
v For bounded tree width, many linear time algorithms are known for
problems that are otherwise NP-complete [4, 5, 12, 18] or PSPACE-complete [9].
As a consequence of Theorem 1 together with Theorem 5, this understanding may
now be applied in the field of compiler optimization. The constants bounding the
tree width are truly small (6), allowing us to develop algorithms working well in
both theory and practice. Besides the register allocation presented in this paper,
some first concrete applications of the connection appear in [1, 11].
APPENDIX A: SIMPLE LISTINGS FROM THREE ADDRESS CODE
In this appendix, we present a heuristic for finding a simple listing when the input
is in three-address code without structural statements. This allows us to integrate
our register allocation with compilers where the program has been reduced to
three-address code before register allocation is started. Our heuristic is much simpler
and faster than the general algorithms for finding tree decompositions of graphs,
and it will work well on three-address code produced as in [2] from structured
programs. The heuristic has the advantage of producing a listing of any three-
address code. In particular, it is expected to find good listings even for programs
with a limited or structured use of general gotos. Similar heuristics should work for
other types of intermediate code. Especially, we can take advantage of intermediate
code containing more structural information than three-address code.
Intuitively, good listings have the following two characteristics: (1) program
points that we exit to from many places, say from short circuit evaluation or loops,
should be listed early. (2) The entries of loops and conditional blocks should be
listed before points in the body. Our heuristic will be designed with these basic
goals in mind, and yet we will try to keep it very simple, not trying to identify the
exact original structure of the program. With regard to (1), we essentially just try
to list the statements in backward order. For an if-then-else statement, this has the
positive side effect that we complete listing the else-part before we start listing the
then-part. To satisfy (2), we introduce a general way of identifying the most impor-
tant entries of various structures.
Consider a set I of pairs (i, j) # [1, ..., n]2. An I-chain from i to j, i< j, is a
sequence of pairs (i1 , j1), ..., (il , jl) # I such that for all k<l, ik<ik+1< jk< jk+1 .
An I-chain from i to j is maximal if there is neither an i $<i with an I-chain from
i $ to j, nor a j $> j with an I-chain from i to j $. We shall return to the computation
of maximal I-chains in Algorithm E.
We are given a list s1 } } } sn of statements, where some contain a jump to another.
Let J be the set of pairs (i, j) such that si contains a jump to j. Intuitively maximal
J-chains are used to bring us from the beginning to the end of a conditional struc-
ture. Let S be the symmetric closure of J, i.e., (i, j) # S iff either (i, j) # J, or ( j, i) # J.
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Intuitively maximal S-chains are used to bring us from loop or conditional struc-
tures to their exit points. The above intuition is very simplistic, but nevertheless, we
suggest the following heuristic for generating low-complexity listings of three-
address code:
Algorithm D. Finding a good listing:
D.1. i :=0;
D.2. For j :=n downto 1,
D.2.1. If sj is not marked, mark sj by i ; i :=i+1;
D.2.2. If there is a maximal S-chain from k to j and sk is not marked, mark
sk by i ; i :=i+1;
D.2.3. If there is a maximal J-chain from k to j and sk is not marked, mark
sk by i ; i :=i+1;
Although it is very technical, it can be shown that the above heuristics will give
(5)-complex listings if applied to the three-address code generated as in [2] from
a program with structural statements from STRUCTURED. In fact, it even seems
to work well after the standard optimizations discussed in Section 3. The working
of the heuristic is illustrated in Fig. 5. First we have the three-address code obtained
from the program from Fig. 2 using the flow-of-control optimization from Section 3.
As in Section 3, we have used the labels to indicate the listing. Also, for each
three-address code statement, we have the corresponding separator. To the right is
the new listing generated by Algorithm D with the corresponding new separators.
All separators were found using Algorithm A. What we see is the the maximal
separator is of size 5 for both the old and the new listings. We will now describe
how to find the end points of maximal chains.
Algorithm E. Given I, finds the set M of pairs (i, j) with a maximal I-chain
from i to j.
FIG. 5. Applying the heuristic.
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E.1. M :=<;
E.2. s :=0; (i0 , j0) :=(0, n+1);
E.3. For i :=1 to n,
E.3.1. If _ j>i: (i, j) # I :
E.3.1.1. Let j :=max[ j | (i, j) # I ].
E.3.1.2. While jsi, M :=M _ [(is , js)]; s :=s&1;
E.3.1.3. While j js>i, i :=is ; s :=s&1;
E.3.1.4. s :=s+1; (is , js) :=(i, j);
Correctness. The essential point is to note the following invariant for our stack
(i0 , j0) } } } (is , js):
i0<i1< } } } <is< js< js&1< } } } < j0 .
The computation j :=max[ j | (i, j) # I ] takes O( |I | ) total time over all i. The
rest of the algorithm runs in O(n) total time. Since each statement can have at most
one jump, |J |n and |S |2n. Hence the total running time of Algorithms D and
E is O(n). Thus our heuristic works in linear total time.
APPENDIX B: COMPLEXITY AND TREE WIDTH
This section presents a direct proof of the statement of Theorem 5 that a graph
has tree width k if and only if it is k-complex. As mentioned, the result is already
known from [20], referring to a chain of transformations in literature. The point
in a direct proof is to show that the transformations are simple to implement.
Hence it is easy to transform the k-complex listings found in Section 2 to a
standard tree decomposition of width k, which is the starting point for most algo-
rithms based on bounded tree width.
Definition 11 [36]. A tree decomposition of a graph G=(V, E ) is defined by
a tree T=(I, F ) together with a family [Wi]i # I of subsets of V such that
(i) i # I Wi=V
(ii) for all edges (v, w) # E, there exists an i # I such that [v, w]Wi .
(iii) for all i, j, k # I, if j is on the path from i to k then Wi & WkWj .
The width of the decomposition is maxi # I |Wi |&1 and the tree width of G is the
minimal width over all tree decompositions of G.
Lemma 12. Given a k-complex listing v1 , ..., vn of the vertices in G, including the
separators Svi , in linear time, we can construct a tree decomposition of G of width k.
Proof. The tree T will have the nodes 1, ..., n. We build up T starting from T1
consisting of the root 1, and setting W1=[v1]. Now, for i=2, ..., n, let h be the
largest index such that vh # Svi . Set Ti=Ti&1 _ [(h, i)] and Wi=Svi _ [vi]. Return
T=Tn and [Wi]i # I . This completes the transformation.
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Clearly (i) is satisfied. Also (ii) is satisfied, for consider [vh , vi] # E with h<i.
Then vh # Svi , so [vh , vi] # Wi .
We prove (iii) by induction on i. Trivially (iii) is satisfied for T1 . Let
Ti=Ti&1 _ [(h, i)] and suppose (iii) is satisfied for Ti&1. Consider any path p in
Ti not in Ti&1 . Then i is one of the end vertices. Let k be the other end vertex, and
let j be any vertex between them. Trivially (iii) is satisfied if j=i, so we may assume
that j{i, but then j is on the path in Ti&1 between h and k. Thus, by induction,
Wj$Wh & Wk . Since h is the largest index of a vertex in Svi , SviSvh _ [vh]=Wh .
However, Wi=Svi _ [vi] and vi  Wk , so Wi & WkWh & WkWj . K
Lemma 13. Given a tree decomposition (T, [Wj]j # I) of G of width k, in linear
time, we can construct a k-complex listing v1 , ..., vn of the vertices in G including the
separators Svi .
Proof. Let T=(I, F). Choose any rooting of T, and identify I with [1, ..., |I |]
such that 1, ..., |I | is a pre-ordering of T. Let p( j) denote the parent of j. Thus \j # I,
p( j)< j. Also, 1 is the root of T.
Set n1=|W1|. Let [v1 , ..., vn1]=W1 and Svi=[v1 , ..., vi&1] for in1 . Since
|W1|k+1, |Svi |k. Let j run from 2 to |I |. Set Sj=Wj & Wp( j) , Uj=Wj"Sj , and
nj=nj&1+|Uj |. Finally, let [vnj&1+1 , ..., vnj]=Uj , and Svi=Sj _ [vnj&1+1 , ..., vi&1]
for i=nj&1+1, ..., nj .
To see that the above produces a valid listing, note for j>1 that (ii) and (iii)
implies that Sj separates Uj from k< j Wk in G. Hence Uj=Wj"k< j Wk .
Together with (i) this implies that [Uj]j # I is a partitioning of V, hence that all
vertices get listed. Also, for i=nj&1+1, ..., nj , it implies that, indeed, Svi=Sj _
[vnj&1+1 , ..., vi&1] is a separator for vi in the produced listing. Finally, |Svi |k
since Svi/Wj and |Wj |k+1. K
Proof of Theorem 5. The theorem is the direct composition of Lemmas 12
and 13. K
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